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Fiona Twycross AM (Chair): Can I welcome our guests for our second session that will focus on Small and 

Medium Enterprises (SMEs)?  I would like to welcome some familiar faces to the Committee.  We welcome Sue 

Terpilowski from the Federation of Small Businesses; Colin Stanbridge, Chief Executive of London Chamber 

Commerce of Industry; and Simon Pitkeathley, Chief Executive of Camden Town Unlimited.  You clearly have 

heard the last part of the previous session.  We have had a discussion around financial services so we have had 

some thoughts around that already.  Joanne has some introduction questions on this area.   

 

Joanne McCartney AM:  Small businesses obviously are incredibly important to London’s economy.  We 

know that while only a small number of SMEs may export to the single market, a lot are part of a supply chain.  

What commitments do you think SMEs would like to see from Government with regards to the EU exit?  What 

assurances do you need?  

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  It falls into two 

halves.  We have the immediate ‘now’ issues that SMEs are finding.  Our membership is slightly higher than 

probably the average in the UK.  We are showing that about one quarter of our members in micro and small 

businesses export.  It is very important to them.  The most important part is that most of them import 

something and then export.  At the moment the currency situation is the biggest headache they have got.  The 

dollar rate is absolutely causing mayhem to them.  We have members on long-term contracts that are now 

selling at less than they are paying for the goods if they add it all up.  That is not sustainable.   

 

The first thing, one we really welcome in the #LondonIsOpen statement, is to try to stabilise what is going on 

by the language that is being used.  Negative talk about 40,000 jobs going from the City and that we are going 

to hell in a handcart is not constructive at the moment.  It is putting a lot of fear out there.  We are hearing 

that people are saying, “Can you do this contract?  Are you capable of doing it?”  The first thing is stability in 

the short term while we sort out what is happening in the long term. 

 

Our members, like everybody else, are quite mixed.  We have a membership that probably falls the same as the 

country as to the split of how they feel about Europe.  Most of them, whichever side of the fence they were 

on, are now saying they want pragmatic, simple access to the market.  Most people have now accepted that we 

are not probably going to get exactly the same as we have now.  They are saying simple, easy access to the 

market is really important to them.  They are also really worried about tariffs on the reverse front or on 

exporting.  A lot of things they do are the bits that go into things rather than the main thing.  If you take the 

car industry, we do lots of bits of spare parts that go into it.  That is where they feel that we could get harmed 

with trade tariffs and surcharges.   

 

Joanne McCartney AM:  Presumably one of the advantages of being in the EU is less administration and 

bureaucracy that SMEs have to go through.  It is that a concern as well? 

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  They worry if they 

had to do 33 different Value Added Tax (VAT) returns and things like that.  It certainly is an issue that 

obviously is a fearful thing.  That is why they are saying simple access and simple behaviours through the 

whole system.  Negotiating a simple and easy way.  Keeping in some of the good bits and getting rid of some 

of the red tape that is not so good.  They want a balanced view on it.  What they are really saying at the 

moment is remember a lot of importers also export, rather than just thinking of exporters. 
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Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Most of our 

members, like Sue’s members, are just getting on with it.  Politicians love the debate and have loved the 

debate about the EU.  In the outside world, people are getting on with it.  What they need are stable 

conditions to be able to get on with.  It should be said that it is against a background of a quite dramatic fall in 

business confidence over the year.  Business confidence was falling for quarter 2.  Quarter 3 is unalloyed bad 

news.  Everything is down.  Domestic orders, business confidence, everything is down.  That was taken in early 

August 2016, so relatively quickly after the referendum.  What it is saying is that the uncertainty they felt 

before the referendum has continued afterwards.  I am afraid to see what quarter 4 comes up with, whether 

that stabilises in anyway.   

 

We have been doing roundtables and polling of our members.  Of course, our members, like the rest of London 

- in fact almost exactly as the rest of London - were polling for a year before the referendum 60/40 for remain.  

It stayed that way.  I think that is exactly what London ended up doing.  We have been talking to our 

members.  It is that stability point.   

 

The pound, as Sue says, is a real thing.  Sue was telling me, if you are looking for outside work in the 

technology industries, you pay in dollars in India for the coding etc.  Politicians say, “It is fine for those 

exporters” but it is not.  I was talking to a company yesterday who told me that 80% of their raw materials 

came from abroad.  Boy, does that put a hole in the fact that you are more competitive.  It is simply wrong to 

talk about it being good for exporters and bad for importers because actually the two are the same.   

 

Although we are an organisation that has at one end British Airways, Barclay Group and everybody else, we 

have all sizes of businesses down to sole traders.  At our first roundtable it was mostly SMEs that we were 

talking to.  Everybody seems to think the migrant workforce are about big companies.  We had two small 

engineering companies.  Both of them said 40% of their workforce were EU nationals.  The reason that is the 

case is that - especially in something like engineering - the domestic talent gets hoovered up by the big 

companies.  It is the small companies that really do have to go abroad for that talent.  That is a big issue for 

them.   

 

We obviously do export trade missions.  We have a lot of members who are involved in exporting.  The tariff 

bit, the barriers and negotiations, was not top of mind.  That will come later.  What did come through was the 

idea that whatever happens - whatever negotiations result from article 50 and whatever our divorce settlement 

with the EU is - we must not forget there are lots of other things that need to be done.  For example, hopefully 

this week or next week we get a decision about airports.  Do not hold your breath of course.  Also Crossrail 2.  

It is about the other bits that need to be done; the skills and infrastructure.  There is a danger - because it is a 

‘sexy’ subject - for politicians to get bound up with that and forget that there are other things to be fought 

for.   

 

We, as an organisation, think that it is something that London needs more control over.  That is why we called 

on the Mayor to recall the London Finance Commission (LFC), which of course has its interim report out today.  

I am sure you have all read the LFC’s interim report.  We were taking evidence in Manchester yesterday, which 

was fascinating.  I think one of the things that will come out of that is, rather than just calling for 13.5% of 

taxes raised in London to be retained, a much larger figure will be necessary, because London needs to make 

sure that it is investing in all the things that make London great.  Going back to what was said earlier, we did a 

report about ten years ago about how we keep up with the emerging cities.  A great deal of it was about the 

softer bit of it, the living in the city: the schools, the parks, the theatres, the restaurants, all of that.  We need 

to make sure that investment is kept up.  
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There is gloom - whether that is all to do with Brexit I doubt - and there is a need for stability.  We do not want 

a running commentary but we would like to know a bit more about what we are asking for in terms of the 

Government.   

 

Finally, we believe the Mayor is absolutely right to ask for a seat at the table.  In fact, we said that at 7.00 am 

on the morning of the 24th, and he needs to keep fighting for that, and we need to keep backing him to be in 

there to make sure that London is represented in those negotiations.   

 

Simon Pitkeathley (Chief Executive, Camden Town Unlimited):  Thank you.  I would largely echo 

everything that has been said to date.  We surveyed our members just before the ballot vote, and it was over 

80% remain.  We think that over 10% of Camden’s total workforce is born within the EU but outside the UK.  

Undeniably, this is going to be extremely difficult for businesses in Camden and across London.  What of 

course they are crying out for is certainty, and one thing they cannot have in this environment is certainty.  I 

would love to know what the silver bullet is to solve that, but sadly I do not think there is one.   

 

The environment is very complex: access to the single market from the sales side, and then access to labour on 

the reverse side, and of course access to finance.  Those are the things that people keep saying, “Are we going 

to have those?  Are those going to remain available to us?”  Without them, we are not entirely sure how that is 

going to work.  Business confidence does seem to fluctuate according to today’s news, in my experience.  If 

the pound is down and someone is exporting today, they will feel good about it, but all the other points that 

Sue and Colin made apply just as equally. 

 

What is important - and we are seeing it now particularly with the business rates re-evaluation - is, on top of 

everything else, people are saying, “I have not quite factored this in.  I know it has been seven years in the 

making, but I have not really factored it in”.  Certainly, the closer you get to central London, the heavier that 

burden is falling.   

 

Joanne McCartney AM: For SMEs?   

 

Simon Pitkeathley (Chief Executive, Camden Town Unlimited):  Yes, absolutely.  It affects everyone.  

There are things where people had the Small Business Rates Relief, which could be extended.  There could be 

more lobbying between London and Government to try to extend that, to allow workspaces to take advantage 

of that.  Sometimes you have a warehouse that is rated as one, when in fact it is a whole load of small 

businesses operating it that cannot access that rate relief.  Space generally is a thing I keep hearing about.  

Permitted development rights have taken away a lot of workspace, and this extraordinary property market that 

has not yet been hit by Brexit is just taking away the ability of people to find space that they need in order to 

conduct their business.   

 

While the big stuff is hard, I would see if there are things you could do around what is happening with business 

rates and the devolution stuff that going on, but particularly around this current re-evaluation and what we 

can do to help retain workspace and make more of it available.   

 

Joanne McCartney AM:  Colin, can I come back to you?  I am picking up on a point Andrew [Dismore AM] 

made earlier about the language and the messages that are given out by Government.  You have talked about 

employees from the EU, and I think yesterday was some assurance that EU nationals would now have the right 

to stay.  At the same time, we have language from the Prime Minister about the need to shift the wealth out of 

London and redistribute it around the rest of the country, but of course you can only do that if London is 

successful and can pay for that.  You do not want a running commentary from the Government but you want 

some clarity and some indication of where they are going, so what language or messages? 
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Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  We need some 

principles.  We do not expect the detail.  Obviously, we cannot have the detail.  It is not a game of poker.  It is 

not as if you have to keep your cards close to your chest.  There are obvious things that we are going to be 

negotiating on.  It would be great if we were able to have that framework.  I have to say one of the things that 

slightly surprises me is that people like the Brexit Secretary [Rt Hon. David Davis, Secretary of State for Exiting 

the European Union] and the International Trade Secretary [Rt Hon. Liam Fox, Secretary of State for 

International Trade] have been campaigning against the EU ever since I was a journalist, and then in this job.  

It seems surprising to me that they do not have detail - or maybe they do have detail - and nobody can agree 

in Government, which in some ways is even worse.   

 

The language does not help.  The language that we had from [Rt Hon. Theresa] May [Prime Minister of the 

United Kingdom] early on was about migrant workers and their place post-Brexit, that of course we want them 

to stay but we cannot say that because it is part of the gamble, it is part of the deal that we are going to do.  

That sort of language is really rather unpleasant.  You are talking about people who have been living here for 

many years and working here for many years, and suddenly they are just a chip in the game of poker.  That sort 

of language needs to end.  If we were to say, “You know what, they can all stay, come what may”, there would 

be a great deal of pressure on the EU to respond.  In fact, if I was the EU, what I would say is, “Anyone that 

comes from Britain can come”.  That would be disastrous for us if they said that.  Berlin, three weeks ago, 

opened an office in Camden, helped by a large accountancy company, who told me, “No, no, it is two-way 

traffic that we are going to get”.  Like hell it is a two-way traffic.  They have come because Berlin is a fantastic 

place if you are a young tech entrepreneur, 26 years old.  It is cheap to live and a great place to be.  We need 

to make sure that we keep that talent.  The problem is, of course, we are not just talking about the Masters of 

Business Administration (MBA) and the higher degrees.  We are also talking about the unskilled workers who 

keep this city going.   

 

My final point is that what really upsets me is that just over four years ago we were celebrating the fact that we 

had such a diverse community in London.  Every team had its own support from around the world in London.  

Now, somehow, that is all gone: they are the problem and we need to get rid of them.  Actually, no, that is the 

reason I want to live in London, because I hear different languages on the Tube and I hear different languages 

on the bus, and we have different people here.  We are all immigrants.  I am a third-generation immigrant, 

though no one would ever know it unless I tell them, and I think most of us are in that position.  That is a 

strength, not a weakness. 

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  Can I just add one 

thing to that?  This is one side of the coin, a tiny coin, and most of our members are there, but there are a 

small amount of our members, particularly the ethnic restaurant community, who are saying that maybe this 

could be an opportunity because they have had problems getting in chefs and people like that from India.  Part 

of the mix of looking at all this is they are very keen that that is not overlooked, whereas in the past they have 

not been able to get them in because of the EU situation.  It may be there is a little scope to also maybe think 

a little bit more.  That is a small part of our membership but they are quite vocal.   

 

Caroline Russell AM:  Thank you.  While the majority of SMEs are not exporting to the single market, many 

of them are part of EU-wide supply chains, as you were explaining earlier, and are affected by EU legislation.  

The fields that cover this include taxation, competition and company law, so SMEs are benefiting from EU 

directives, things like the Late Payment Directive, which really helped with day-to-day financing.  How far will 

EU exit improve or diminish the conditions in which SMEs operate?  Any good things and any bad things. 
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Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  It is like everything.  

There are some goods which people want to keep, and the bad bits they want to get rid of.  That is logical.  As 

we said earlier, what we want is a simple system of trading.  What you do not want is to have to set up trading 

and VAT systems across the whole of the EU.  If you have a mixed bag, particularly if you are an online 

business, you have to virtually then have the whole thing set up because you do not know where the 

customers are going to come from.  Simplification of some of the tax issues and things like that is really 

important, but there is some EU legislation where our members would be quite glad that we could exit out 

from, so I think it is a balance.  It is looking at simplicity, so some of the custom code works and things like 

that, some of the finer bits and pieces or some of the legislation.  It is a mixed bag on these sorts of things, but 

in the end, if they had a trade-off, they would rather have the simple access and keep the bad rules, than not 

having the simple access.  That is the most important thing.   

 

What they do not want to do is get bogged down, spending days and days and days doing lots of 

administration and not doing their jobs.  For them, it is about making sure that we keep the simple ability to be 

able to trade, what we have now, like the VAT systems.  The overarching costs in mind: one of them is if we 

have to have all our goods going through Customs & Excise at the port, and there is suddenly four or five days’ 

delay, we are getting access to the goods and they do not know when they are going to get released.  That 

would cause absolute mayhem to them because, as we said earlier, a lot of them import to export, and a lot of 

it is time-critical.  If they suddenly find they have a really unreliable supply chain because of holdups at Dover 

or whatever - and we all know the problems that Dover has without this adding to it - that is going to cause a 

really big problem.  They are very pragmatic, as Colin said.  It is about, “How can I still do my business 

efficiently?”  That is really what they are concentrating on and looking at, and it is looking at this whole 

system of how you can keep it an open and fair trading system with as little administration as possible.  That is 

really what they are after. 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Of course, there are 

many of our members, just as many as Sue’s members, who welcome leaving the EU and see it as a bonfire of 

red tape and rules.  It is interesting; for example, the one area we always used to cite about the negative 

impact of the EU was in terms of small employment agencies.  Most people could not name what it was they 

were against in the EU.  Sure as hell, employment agencies could name exactly the details of that.  We had an 

employment agency at last week’s release of our economic data.  The problem is, yes, they may be free from 

rules and regulations that they do not like, but now trade has dipped dramatically - this was someone in Canary 

Wharf - as everything still seems to be on hold.   

 

If it is true that one of the problems was that we gold-plate EU legislation - therefore, we have a propensity for 

bureaucracy - are we just going to swap one set of bureaucracy for another set of bureaucracy?  That is the 

problem.  It was interesting.  I remember listening to [Rt Hon.] Priti Patel [Secretary of State for International 

Development] during the referendum campaign, saying, “The great thing is SMEs will be freed from the 

onerous packaging rules”.  There was a whole five minutes on the Today programme on packaging rules, and 

that was a good reason to vote to leave, except it appears to me - just as free movement of people is going to 

put the kibosh on any idea of being part of simple access to the single market - if you want to sell something 

in the future, and someone says, “These are the packaging rules”, you have to say, “These are the packaging 

rules I am going to do”, so it does not free you from anything in that sense.  As I say, what it might involve is a 

new layer of bureaucracy.  For example, I know that courier firms are incredibly worried that the bit they have, 

which is picked up one day, delivered the next, again is going to be in trouble because there will be new 

Customs bureaucracy that will get in the way.  That is the fear.  Yes, people superficially say it is great that 

perhaps all these EU rules - straight bananas and all those sorts of things - will go away.  The fear is that they 

get replaced by our own bureaucracy.   
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Simon Pitkeathley (Chief Executive, Camden Town Unlimited):  I would echo a lot of that.  It was hard 

sometimes for the Leave campaign to articulate clearly what the legacies were in a meaningful way.  We have 

not done enough of a job, frankly, to articulate what the positives were.  The purpose of trade agreement is to 

enable trade.  It is a good thing.  You mentioned the Late Payment Directive, but generally most trade laws 

enable more prosperity.  I used to run a table tennis business and we started out manufacturing equipment in 

China.  In the end we moved it to Spain and Germany, just because it was so much easier, even though it was 

more expensive, to get it into the country than it was from China.  If we are going to go to that kind of trade 

barrier situation, because all those trade barriers were taken away by these years and years of negotiation 

across the EU, then that is a great unseen aspect of this.  People use the language a little but do not really 

appreciate and understand just how difficult that is going to be.  The idea that we can wrap that up in loads 

and loads of these bipartisan agreements with lots and lots of different countries - wow.  It is a lot of work.  It 

has taken a long time to get where we are, and I do not see any process that is going to do that quickly, 

negotiating across all these different countries.   

 

The positives we try to look at: there may well be new trade agreements that we do not yet see and appreciate.  

There may be different ways of doing things.  Maybe we will un-gold-plate some of the stuff that we will 

replace and it will be easier.  I am not hopeful, I have to say.  I do not think that is in our nature, and I think we 

will probably just end up trying to recreate it in different ways. 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Whether that is true 

or not, it is a hell of a long time down the line.  This idea of the Great Repeal Act: hang on a second, all that is 

saying is we are going to move it into British law.  The job then starts about how you then -- 

 

Simon Pitkeathley (Chief Executive, Camden Town Unlimited):  If we are not going to be allowed to 

recruit people from abroad to help us do that either, who have the expertise.  I am going to move on to 

another bit.  I think there is something the Mayor can do here, and it is hard because we live in an environment 

where everyone outside London hates London, but London is different.  I just think we need to say it a lot 

more and a lot more consistently, and I know it makes us unpopular everywhere we go.  Every time we leave 

London, we have to apologise, just as we do when we go to the EU now.  We have to apologise for being 

British.  We have to apologise for being from London.  London is different, and the business rate stuff now is 

showing us that those increases are happening in London because of the decreases that need to happen 

elsewhere in the country.  If you invest money in London, it is worth a hell of a lot more than it is if you invest 

in other bits of the country.  That special pleading for London, though it upsets people, is really important 

right now because we need to find ways of making a special case for London so that we can come up with 

slightly different arrangements in these negotiations, whatever they may be, whoever may be conducting 

them.  I would really like to see all of us, including the Mayor, just being brave about articulating that point 

and taking the slings and arrows that come with it.  It is good for the UK, whether they like it or not.   

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  You must be a 

Millwall supporter!  “They all hate us and we don’t care.” 

 

Fiona Twycross AM (Chair):  OK.  Let us not get on to football.  We have quite a lot more questions to get 

through.  Sue, you wanted to come in. 

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  I agree with 

Simon [Pitkeathley], but I also think we need to be very careful about the language.  There is a big 

anti-London stance in the Government, and if you go and say that London is different, they will just say, “That 

is exactly our point.  We want to redistribute the wealth”.  We have to show it in a much smarter, better way, 

which is explaining, if London does get Crossrail 2, how much procurement will happen outside of London.  We 
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have to move the language away from this being a London problem.  It is not a London problem.  It is a UK 

problem because London performs all these different tasks outside that create employment, and it is to the 

benefit of the outside cities to have a strong London because they will not get those opportunities.  It is about 

the language.  It is about singing up London, but singing it up in a much smarter way.  If we just go and say, 

“We are special, we are different”, they are just going to say, “That is exactly what we need to stop”.  I have 

never, ever in my life had such an anti-London feeling as you get now when you go outside of London.  It is 

really quite scary.  That is our biggest problem because, with all this going on, people are going to forget 

London is these negotiations because they have this very big fixation against London.  I was hoping with the 

new Government it might get smaller, but it seems to be almost increasing. 

 

Shaun Bailey AM:  I am interested in this anti-London feeling.  I think sometimes we have brought it upon 

ourselves.  You have influenced my thinking because, as a Londoner born and bred, I have almost begun to 

chime in to the anti-London stuff.  I am particularly interested in what the Mayor could do about it, because it 

is an important point.  I personally feel our language thus far has not helped that situation.  That is why I 

brought up the point earlier on about a London visa.  I do not see how that chimes with everybody else.  I am a 

little bit distressed about the whole thing. 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Let us be clear.  The 

London visa came from the London Chamber of Commerce.  It came to us about five years ago as an idea, 

which was in reaction to the points system introduced for non-EU nationals, on the basis that when you looked 

at that, what you discovered was there are a whole lot of protected occupations for Scotland.  It was about like 

that, and for London it was about like that. I got very angry about this and said, “If you add the GDP of all of 

Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland together, it does not come close to London, so surely London should 

have a larger collection”.  My idea at the time then was to say, just as you could get international musicians or 

artists to come along by sponsoring organisations, why could we not have a system where organisations like 

mine or Sue’s [Terpilowski] could sponsor those people coming over, so they could prove to the Government 

that these people were economically important to London?   

 

We reintroduced it again after the thing, and the truth is the Corporation of London called it, first of all, a mad 

idea.  They seem to have invested some money now with PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) to develop that mad 

idea.  What we really want is a debate about migrant workers and the power of migrant workers and what we 

need.  If we can get a lot of people thinking about different ways of London being able to retain those migrant 

workers, that is a good thing.  For example, in Canada the regions can bid.  They have an overall number of 

immigrants that they want, and the regions bid for the numbers.  There are all sorts of models that could come 

through, but what we really want is a real debate about the power and the importance, because if we do not, 

we are stuffed as a city, not just economically but also culturally and as a place you want to live. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM (Chair):  This has gone into the area of questioning that Andrew is going to be 

covering, so, Andrew, do you have any further questions you want to ask now? 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  I think Colin has done a pretty good sell on issues of migration, but I just want to pick 

up on the last point you were making.  From the previous panel, one of the things they were saying was, “What 

we do not want to do is get into a work permit system where people can only come if they have a job to go to, 

and it is tied to a particular job there”.  What we need is the ability for people with skills - and by the extent of 

what you are saying, even unskilled people - to make the city work and be allowed to come.  Obviously the city 

of London is doing its work - I should think it is going to be published next week - on the potential London 

visa to come through.   
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Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  I am a journalist by 

training, so London visa is a catchy term, but what we are really saying is that we need a debate about how we 

keep those workers, who we regard as Londoners, not migrant workers or immigrants.  They are Londoners.  

We always have this thing at the Chamber, “You come here, set up your business, pay your taxes, employ 

people, all that sort of thing, then you are a London company.  Not an immigrant company.  You are a London 

company”.  The same is true of the workers.  It is bloody difficult.  You are absolutely right, Shaun.  You can 

see that the people are going to say, “How is the Home Office ever going to give up control over it?”  That 

may be the case, but I feel that we would not have made what is an important case for London if we did not 

say, “There must be something.  Work permits, visas, call it what the hell you like.  What we want are the 

people who work here”.  It strikes me as odd.  I remember having a conversation with James Brokenshire 

[former Minister for Security and Immigration], I think it was, when he was in charge of immigration.  He said, 

“It is outrageous.  I do not want to hear another company talk about bringing people over.  Why are they not 

employing?”  We are at a time when we are employing more people than we have ever employed before, and 

still - I am sure your companies would say it - there would be skills shortages and unskilled shortages that 

cannot be filled, and they need to come from abroad.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  That is the point, is it not?  A lot of this debate is turning into a skills gap debate, 

which is undoubtedly there. 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Yes, and always has 

been there. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Yes, and your point is it not just the skills gap debate, it is the entry-level jobs which 

the indigenous population, for want of a better word, either cannot or will not do. 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  That is the difficult 

bit, and it would be much easier for me to say, “What I really want is highly skilled people to come in, only 

people with 450 degrees and research fellows”, because politicians will automatically say, “Yes, of course, we 

will safeguard all of those because we will invent graphene or whatever”.   

 

The truth is it is not just that.  Yes, of course we need those skills, but we also need a workforce.  It is true.  We 

are part of a national network, and you go to East Anglia and they will talk about the agricultural industry and 

the need for it there, and that is not necessarily highly skilled people, but it is about people.   

 

Fiona Twycross AM (Chair):  Sue [Terpilowski] and Simon both wanted to come in. 

 

Simon Pitkeathley (Chief Executive, Camden Town Unlimited):  Thank you.  I understand what Sue is 

saying.  We were at a meeting yesterday where people were articulating this very point, that you go to 

Government and say, “London is going to suffer” and they say, “Good”, because that is what they want.  Also, 

every time Government has tried to shift this balance, it has failed.  There is evidence.  There is something that 

London can start to try to articulate more, these debates around this stuff.  The reason we need immigration is 

not just because our members need it.  It is because our birth rate is below two.  Something has to give, and I 

do think that there is a role for this institution and all of us to try to articulate those arguments a little more 

bravely in those environments where they perhaps do not want to be heard.   

 

I run a workspace hub and we have 375 people all doing young, creative industry start-up stuff.  If I shut down 

or tried to move myself outside the M25, they would not come with me.  They would go to Berlin.  They might 

go to Bristol, because Bristol has done quite a good job of aggregating a lot of stuff together there that makes 

them want to do that, but London does this stuff in its sleep.  We just need to be braver about articulating 
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these points.  If London is seen to be articulating them generally, then I think that helps assuage some of the 

difficulties that Sue [Terpilowski] is alluding to.  You know what?  People are not going to like us.  They do not 

like us anyway, so it is about time we started -- 

  

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  I do not get this.  In 

the Chambers, we meet on a regular basis and no one has a go at London, it has to be said.  The LFC was 

taking evidence in Manchester yesterday.  No one is having a go.  [Sir] Richard Leese [Leader of Manchester 

City Council] and [Sir] Howard Bernstein [Chief Executive for Manchester City Council] and the Chairman of 

the Local Enterprise Partnership, none of them are having a go at London.  In fact, what they were saying is, 

“It is great if you can get some of that, and we want some of that”.  There are people who understand.  If you 

go around saying, “We want our £34 billion back” - the £34 billion raised in taxation and spent elsewhere - 

then you are going to hit a wall.  Especially with the cities, it is about more independence and decision-making 

made locally, and we want to take some of the flak so you can also come in.  The truth is we are on the 

coattails of Manchester anyway in that sense.  

 

Simon Pitkeathley (Chief Executive, Camden Town Unlimited):  You are absolutely right, but in circles 

where people understand these arguments, that does not happen.  Politicians have to operate in circles where 

this is not understood.  That is the difficulty.   

 

Shaun Bailey AM:  A very graphic demonstration.   

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Sue wanted to come in on this as well.  

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  A couple of things.  

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Sue does not have 

any trouble getting her way. 

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  A couple of things.  

The Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR) report that said about the infrastructure spend in London and 

then put the whole of the cost of High Speed 2 (HS2) against London, nobody spoke up about it.  That is 

when the Mayor and the [London] Assembly should have been defending London.  One of the big problems is 

our London Members of Parliament (MPs) do not defend London in the House.  [Rt Hon.] Vince Cable [Former 

Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills] did the most anti-London speech I have ever heard in 

the House against London, and that does not help if you cannot rely on your own people to defend London.  

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Is he your MP?  

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  No, he is not my 

MP.  

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  I thought that he 

was your MP.  

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  He is my advice 

when it comes to things financial, but he is not my MP.  It does not help that London MPs, apart from 

Chuka [Umunna, MP for Streatham] have not defended London in the house [House of Commons] when you 

go through all the Hansard.  That is a big issue.  That is something we need to work on.  When there are 
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absolutely indisputable things that we can go back, on we should do it.  I do agree with Simon [Pitkeathley]; 

there are times we need to be a lot braver on this.   

 

Getting back to the London visa situation, we have lots of members that run small hotels and they are 

absolutely dependent on immigration of labour because they cannot get the people to do the work.  They have 

put the jobs out to their local areas.  I have had jobs out, and the number of people that just do not apply, and 

how do you get our youth and our people to want to do the jobs?  That is a big issue.  It is no good saying to 

us, “You cannot have immigration ...” 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  It is the same with care homes, Sue.  The point you make about Indian restaurants is 

interesting, because when I was in Parliament I took a delegation from the Chinese communities to the 

Immigration Minister to say you cannot get the chefs and you cannot employ indigenous people because they 

cannot read and write Chinese, which is the language they use in the kitchens.  

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  That is what I was 

trying to do with the first points system.  That was one of the areas where we say, when you look at the variety 

of cuisine and all the tremendous improvements since I have been in London, of all places we should have 

protected things for chefs.  

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  That has nothing to do with the EU, though.  That is immigration policy. 

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  It is.  There are some 

really good Italian chefs.  It is also some of those fundamental jobs that just keep London going, like the 

chambermaids and all those sort of jobs which at the moment are being done by predominantly Polish and 

Eastern European labour, that if they went tomorrow our members would shut down because they cannot get 

people to replace them.  

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Can I just put one point to Colin, which is the point you make about bureaucracy? 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Yes. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  It seems to me -- “Is it not the fact, do you agree with me?” 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Of course I do.  

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  Over the last 40-odd years we have got used to not having bureaucracy when we go 

abroad or when we go and trade.  What brought it home to me this year was when I was in South Africa and 

Namibia, two countries very close to each other, politically, economically and everything else, yet there is still a 

huge amount of bureaucracy just as a tourist to go from one country to the other, which we have simply 

forgotten about because, traveling in Europe, you just do not get it.  

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  We are an example 

of this because we did about 10 or 15 trade missions.  We have not in the past done trade missions to Europe 

on the basis that they did not need our expertise.  The London Chamber of Commerce and Industry had its 

biggest membership just after the Second World War when there were huge numbers of barriers, tariffs, and all 

that sort of bureaucracy that needed to be navigated through.  Over the years we have said, “What we need to 

be doing is South East Asia, China, India, South American and Brazil, those sorts of places”.  Brazil is an 

incredibly difficult country, almost impossible for an SME to do business in.  We have not done it [in Europe] 

because for the last 40-odd years it has been easy.  We may well have to start thinking about all of that.  It 
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may well be great for my organisation because suddenly all our expertise, which is rather abstruse, and barriers, 

tariffs and all that around the world will suddenly become something that people will want and that will be a 

sad day.  

 

Fiona Twycross AM (Chair):  OK.  Thank you. 

 

Joanne McCartney AM:  I want to talk about the impact of EU exit on London SMEs and perhaps look at 

some of those opportunities.  Perhaps I could start with Sue and Colin because you regularly survey your 

membership.  Are London SMEs more or less optimistic than the rest of the UK about opportunities of exiting 

the EU?   

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  They are less 

optimistic. 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  I would say they are 

probably less optimistic, especially because of the migrant worker or EU workforce thing.  That probably plays 

a larger part. 

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  As I say, among our 

membership, of the 25% that export, 75% of them are exporting to Europe.  It is a huge marketplace for them.  

Their point of view is that if that becomes harder, how do they replace that 75% of their business?   

 

Picking up on a point from Simon [Pitkeathley], a big problem we have is that at the moment the cost of being 

a business in London is so astronomically expensive and their cost per unit is so high that they are becoming 

anticompetitive.  They cannot produce the goods cheaply enough because of being a London business.  This is 

now causing massive problems.  If you are looking to export, you have a fluctuating situation with exporting.  

There is a mean average that people tend to buy and trade on.  If two-thirds, if not more, is now going on 

business rates, rents and utilities, the cost of doing the rest of it is being squeezed out of profit margins.   

 

Businesses are really hurting at the moment so the exporting situation is terrifying them.  They can see 75% of 

their marketplace disappearing.  They then have to put in energy to replace that in a situation where they are 

depressed because of the physical costs.  The Mayor yesterday was talking about another £10 levy just to bring 

your vehicles into London, and our members are the members who tend to have the older vehicles.  All these 

costs are making London expensive and they cannot charge more as a business, so the only thing they are 

coming out of is the cost of the business.  London now is getting less and less attractive for SMEs.   

 

Joanne McCartney AM:  Colin, do your members feel that there are opportunities? 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Yes.  We feel there 

are opportunities.  We have been banging on endlessly about exporters and getting SMEs to export.  That is 

what we do.  Our trade missions are 90% SMEs.  We target SMEs to try to get them to export.  The idea that it 

may be easier to go to China, to India or to South America has to be a good thing.  All I will say about that is 

that then the Government is going to have to get a lot more serious than it has been about support for export.   

 

I knew nothing about exporting before I became Chief Executive.  Perhaps I do not know anything about it 

now but I knew nothing about when I started the job, so I went on a few trade missions.  Part of a trade 

mission is a thing called the Overseas Market Introduction Service (OMIS), which you get from what used to be 

UKTI, which basically gave you contacts.  The criticism was that it was very variable - some were very good, 

some were not so good - but they were reasonably cheap.  They have just gone up and up in price.  Maybe an 
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OMIS is about, on average, £3,000, for an SME who is already spending money on hotels and so on.  We try to 

get deals for them and all that sort of thing, and you might get a small travel grant of £600 or £700 if you are 

lucky, if you are a first-time exporter.  Of course, civil servants tend to forget that if you are really going to 

export you go 10 or 20 times, not just once. 

 

Joanne McCartney AM:  The relationship, yes. 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  You want to be 

subsidising those people to go again rather than just to go on the first visit.  For most of the first mission, you 

are lost in the headlamps.  It is too difficult in a place like India or South America.  We always do an embassy 

party where we get the ambassador to come and greet the people and you are allowed to bring your local 

contacts.  This can be very useful because some of our embassies are still really nice places to be, impressive 

and that sort of thing.  Again, it used to be dead cheap to do that.  Now, the costs have gone up and up and 

up.  It is peanuts in terms of the overall budget.  The Government needs to look at those sorts of things and 

say, “We need to support them”.   

 

The crucial thing is that we still suffer from being able to recruit for trade missions.  Just before Tony Pidgley 

was our president, Willie Walsh was our president, so, for example, on some trade missions we were able to 

negotiate business class flights for economy fares and you were able to go with Willie Walsh, which is pretty 

good stuff because he is quite fun to be with and it also made sure that there was some publicity.  Still, we 

found it difficult to get SMEs together.  There needs to be a national campaign.   

 

We know why because we have asked them a million times.  “Why do you not want to go on trade missions?”  

The answer is, “Because I have nothing to export”.  That is the stock answer from all the surveys the British 

Chambers of Commerce and individual chambers have done.  Of course, it is not true.  With many of them, you 

can give lots of good examples of companies like them that can export.  It is a real business.  With the new 

UKTI - the Department for International Trade (DIT), or whatever it was called - “dit” is Vietnamese for 

“bottom”, which is why they do not want you to call it DIT any more, just in case you go to Vietnam - there 

needs to be a real campaign to show the benefits of export.  It is almost knocking on doors and saying, “Why 

are you not exporting?”  That is where the Government is going to have to up its game in terms of supporting 

exporters. 

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  Can I come in there?  

There are two other things to cite.  The first is that we need DIT or UKTI London and the Mayor’s export 

people to work much more closely together because at times they are almost fighting each other rather than 

coming up with a synergy programme.  You could do this nurturing through a system if you had the two 

working together so that you start in one and progress up through into the other and get help through going 

to Colin.  We should have streamlining and better working instead of having two different factions.  As I say, 

sometimes they are almost competing with each other for the same business, which is just stupid.   

 

The other thing is using the Mayor to invite people here.  You can start that conversation off, that headlight 

bit you have, if you do a lot more about bringing people here to get them networking and to get those trade 

missions going.  When they go out, at least they walk into a room and they can meet up to three or four 

people they have already met here.  The biggest problem is that if you are giving a week out of your time to go 

on a trade mission, you do not know who you are going to.  You are given a list on an email of a whole load of 

names.  That is pretty daunting for any business to turn around and do.  If you can start to make that whole 

process much easier, it will help. 
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Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  To be fair to 

Boris [Johnson MP, former Mayor of London], he did.  I remember talking to Boris at the start of his first term.  

He said, “I cannot go on trade missions because I criticised Ken [Livingstone, former Mayor of London] so 

much”.  In the second term, he did.  I went on a trade mission with him.  It was chaotic with Boris but 

incredibly successful.  We got more publicity.  It was in Hyderabad [Southern India].  Many of the people on 

the mission had been the year before on a similar mission and they thought it was 1,000% better because Boris 

was there, meeting with them, talking with them but also getting them in the papers.  I am delighted that 

Sadiq [Khan, Mayor of London] has agreed.  I thought that Sadiq would say, “No, I cannot.  In my first term, I 

cannot be seen to go off to other countries” but that is what needs to be done.   

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  Bring them here.  

We need to bring people here.  We need to work a lot more now with the embassies.  People are coming here.  

They are coming here, down the road to Exhibition Centre London (ExCeL), for loads and loads of shows.  We 

have massive gaming shows going on there with the best people in the world coming to that exhibition but we 

do not do anything with it.  We just leave it down at ExCeL.  We do not have a reception here where we could 

get our SMEs working together with those people.  We just need a much smarter, better way of looking at 

things, utilising some assets that we already have. 

 

Joanne McCartney AM:  My final question, seeing we have answered this with the cost of doing business in 

London, is: how prepared are our SMEs, in the medium and long term, for exiting the EU?  Simon, do you have 

any views? 

 

Simon Pitkeathley (Chief Executive, Camden Town Unlimited):  Honestly, I do not think that they are 

particularly well prepared.  A lot of SMEs do unfortunately think in very short-term ways.  The other part of it 

is: prepared for what?  We still do not know what it is.   

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  They are, as has 

happened in the past, not necessarily living hand-to-mouth but certainly long-term planning is not -- for 

example, I do not think we have seen the furore about business rates yet.  It is going to be a big thing.  The 

Mayor is going to have some -- 

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  Have a look at my 

inbox. 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Well, all right, but 

publicly.  The [Evening] Standard was quite late on the story, frankly.  We were saying what The Standard was 

saying weeks ago and I am sure everybody else has been saying this.  That is going to get bigger.  It just tells 

you that SMEs are about cash flow and survival in lots of ways. 

 

Simon Pitkeathley (Chief Executive, Camden Town Unlimited):  Absolutely.   

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  I would echo that.  

They are also pragmatic.  They are very good at dealing with things.  What they do have against big business is 

they can be nimble.  They can react fairly quickly to situations.  From their point of view, at the moment they 

are just focusing on the short and early midterm strategies, anything that they can get in place.  They can then 

start to react to the other things.   

 

The big problem at the moment is, as I say, survival in London.  That is a big issue.  You really do need to take 

note of it.  With rising rents, business rates costs, and the lack of space, London is in a very precarious 
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situation.  The whole ecosystem could be at risk and the only reason London works is because of the 

ecosystem.  You talk to UBS [Financial Services Company].  Why are they here?  Because they have their whole 

supplier base within a four or five-mile radius from them and they can get everything done.  If those SMEs 

disappear and they do not have them, they would seriously look again at things.  With not just the Brexit 

problems but the fact that they do not have the supplier base, London starts to become unattractive.  We have 

to keep the ecosystem.  We have to keep London a vibrant place to be.  A lot of it is, as I say, these costs.  

Look at the Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ).  Look at all these surcharges that we are putting on London 

businesses.  Nobody else has them. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  You may not be able to answer, Simon, but probably Colin and Sue.  When you look at 

the extent of exports by SMEs, is there any breakdown of how valuable that export is to EU countries and how 

much to the rest of the world? 

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  Our figures are 

75% EU. 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Ours is lower.  It is 

around 49% to 50%. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  For SMEs in your organisation? 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Ours of course are 

across the board but most of them will be SMEs.  It is pretty high.  Despite all our efforts to get SMEs to go to 

other places, it is the place you go.  Part of the reason is because it is easy to do. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  What is the value of those exports? 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  I do not know, off 

the top of my head. 

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  Quite a lot goes to 

Ireland.  We forget about that.  There is a lot of trade in southern Ireland particularly, because it is so easy to 

get to for our members.  People presume Ireland to be just one country but it is not.   

 

Fiona Twycross AM (Chair):  It is very varied, yes. 

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  There is a massive 

amount of trade that goes on there. 

 

Andrew Dismore AM:  You do not have an idea of the value of exports to the EU from SMEs? 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  I do not know, but I 

will ask. 

 

Fiona Twycross AM (Chair):  If you could ask, the Committee would be quite interested to have that on the 

record as part of the note of this meeting.  That would be very helpful. 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Yes. 
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Fiona Twycross AM (Chair):  My final question, going back to that, just to wrap up, would be if there is 

anything you particularly want the Mayor to do in the way he represents SMEs in London in this context.  I will 

start with Simon. 

 

Simon Pitkeathley (Chief Executive, Camden Town Unlimited):  Be brave about London;  Workforce 

issues, as we have discovered; and space.  Space, space, space, and all the things that go with it.  I would 

probably put space as number one.   

 

Fiona Twycross AM (Chair):  OK.  Thank you. 

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  The first thing to do 

is that he has to secure his place at the table, whatever that table is.  He has to be in there, putting the case 

for London.  I am sure Sadiq [Khan] will put a very strong case for London on all sorts of issues, migrant 

workers and so on, but the biggest thing is going to be to get in there.  That is what we must do. 

 

The other bit is that we must not forget all the other things that need to be done to make sure the city runs, 

and not just have, as Sue [Terpilowski] has been pointing out, some slightly kneejerk things that are going to 

hamper business.  Infrastructure is obvious.  Skills are obvious.  Also, as far as SMEs go, the business rate 

increases will be something where we will need him to take a lead on behalf of business.  I was looking at one 

property company who were predicting 100% increases in Shoreditch and around the Spitalfields area, 

presumably because they were so much cheaper.  Is it not bizarre that just the area we think is going to be the 

great white hope of London, the tech industry, is going to be subject to 100% increases? 

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  That is on top of 

130% in the last reorganisation, so in fact it is 230%.   

 

Colin Stanbridge (Chief Executive, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry):  Brexit is going to be 

very important, very exciting and, politically, you will get lots of headlines out of it but there are a hell of a lot 

of other things that need to be done as well.   

 

Sue Terpilowski OBE (London Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses):  It is about language, 

as well.  It is making sure that we try to do as much as we can to influence Government’s language about 

stability.  It is about the fact that London is an economic centre that is going to be open for trade and 

business, and that we are still viable.  In the short term, anything we can do to talk up the dollar, any single 

thing we can do to talk up the dollar, is going to be vital.  With anything we say, think about whether it will 

have an impact on the dollar.  If it is, do not say it.  That is a short-term issue that is going to cause a lot of 

problems. 

 

The other thing, as Colin said, is that he has to have a seat at the table.  The other thing is to really look at his 

own policies, on top of all that is going to happen with Brexit.  We are already seeing paper prices go up.  

Paper from America is going to be 15% dearer.  UK goods are going to cost more just to produce.  If you put 

other tariffs on top of that, you are making London uneconomic to do business.  Businesses cannot buy stuff 

and sell it for less than it is costing.  Look now very seriously at all these surcharges he is putting on businesses 

and their impact.  He has to start doing risk assessments.  How damaging is this going to be to the micro and 

small business ecosystem in London?   

 

Fiona Twycross AM (Chair):  Thank you.  We will leave it at that for today’s discussion.  I would like to thank 

our guests for their contributions.  It is hugely appreciated that you came along this afternoon.   
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